Efficacy of a self-management plan in exacerbations for patients with advanced COPD
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Background: Self-management interventions improve different outcome variables in various chronic diseases. Their role in COPD has not been clearly established. We assessed the efficacy of an intervention called the self-management program on the need for hospital care due to disease exacerbation in patients with advanced COPD.

Methods: Multicenter, randomized study in two hospitals with follow-up of 1 year. All the patients had severe or very severe COPD, and had gone to either an accident and emergency (A&E) department or had been admitted to a hospital at least once in the previous year due to exacerbation of COPD. The intervention consisted of a group education session on the main characteristics of the disease, an individual training session on inhalation techniques, at the start and during the 3rd month, and a written action plan containing instructions for physical activity and treatment for stable phases and exacerbations. We determined the combined number of COPD-related hospitalizations and emergency visits per patient per year. Secondary endpoints were number of patients with visits to A&E and the number of patients hospitalized because of exacerbations, use of antibiotics and corticosteroids, length of hospital stay, and all-cause mortality.

Results: After 1 year, the rate of COPD exacerbations with visits to A&E or hospitalization had decreased from 1.37 to 0.89 (P=0.04) and the number of exacerbations dropped from 52 to 42 in the group of patients who received the intervention. The numbers of patients hospitalized, at 19 (40.4%) versus 20 (52.6%) (P=0.26), and those who went to A&E, at 9 (19.1%) versus 14 (36.8%) (P=0.06), due to exacerbation of COPD were also lower in this group. Intake of antibiotics was higher in the intervention group, whereas use of glucocorticoids was slightly lower, though there were no significant differences (P=0.30). There were also no differences between groups in the length of hospital stay (P=0.154) or overall mortality (P=0.191).

Conclusion: The implementation of a self-management program for patients with advanced COPD reduced exacerbations that required hospital care.
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Introduction
COPD is a large and growing public health problem; it is now the most costly respiratory disease in Europe. COPD is an irreversible and debilitating disease that progresses through different stages and has a huge impact on patients’ functional performance and quality of life. It is also characterized by episodes of acute exacerbation that are a particular problem in the control of the disease because of the negative impact on quality of life, prognosis, and costs. In addition to the severity of COPD, there are other concomitant factors, such as comorbidities and unmet social/health needs due to poor self-management of the disease, which can affect rates of hospital admissions and use of health care resources for these patients. In this context, different
“nonpharmacological interventions” involving self-management are being developed, based on chronic care models with the aim of improving prognosis and reducing the use of resources. Self-management in COPD patients was defined as active involvement in the management of their disease, based on sufficient coping behavior to achieve optimal compliance and be able to take action against symptoms of exacerbation. The term “self-management plan” can apply to any formal education program aimed at teaching the skills needed to follow specific medical regimens, guiding the change toward healthy attitudes and providing support to patients to help them manage their disease. To date, there are few data available regarding which methods are the most effective in improving self-management, especially in reducing the number of exacerbations. One potentially effective method might be to help patients recognize and anticipate the initial symptoms of an exacerbation by way of an “action plan”. There is only a relatively moderate amount of evidence on the efficacy of self-management programs in COPD. Such programs have mainly been directed at other chronic conditions, such as heart failure, diabetes, and asthma, where, in fact, they have been successful in achieving significant improvements in many processes, although few studies have demonstrated significantly reduced costs. A Cochrane systematic review including three controlled trials evaluated written action plans only as a single intervention component, with a relatively small number of patients and methodological limitations, showing no beneficial effects on clinical outcomes or resource use, although they did improve self-management strategies against exacerbations. In contrast, another systematic review on the effectiveness of the chronic care model in COPD found that patients who received interventions with two or more components had lower health care resource use compared to controls. In the most recent review by Zwerink et al., self-management interventions in patients with COPD were associated with better quality of life, fewer hospital admissions and improved symptoms; however, the heterogeneity of the interventions applied and the outcome measures make it difficult to provide recommendations on which components were most effective. Data on the role of self-management plans for COPD in improving the use of health care resources or patient health remain insufficient, and further research is needed in this area.

This study evaluates the efficacy of a self-management intervention added to usual care in a randomized, controlled study. Our hypothesis is that a multiple component intervention called a COPD self-management program (SMP-COPD), led by a multidisciplinary team, could significantly reduce the use of health care resources and, in particular, the number of exacerbations requiring hospital care.

Methods

Patient selection

Patients were recruited between February 2012 and March 2013 from two hospitals (Hospital Morales Meseguer for the health area VI and Hospital Arrixaca for the health area I) in the Autonomous Region of Murcia (Spain). Each hospital served mainly an urban area with a population of 250,000 people; they had accident and emergency (A&E) units and accepted general and specialized admissions. Patients were recruited from each hospital’s database if they had been treated in the A&E or had been hospitalized for an exacerbation of COPD at least once during the year prior to inclusion in the study. Patients were called to participate in the study if at least 3 months had elapsed since the episode of hospital care. Patients were included if they met the following criteria: 1) clinical stability (at least in the 3 months prior to randomization, with no change in medication or usual symptoms); 2) active smoker or prior history of smoking of at least 10 pack-years; 3) post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity ratio <70%; 4) normal cognitive status (assessed by the intersecting pentagons test) to read and understand written texts, and receive training in inhalation techniques or self-care education sessions; 5) physical status that allows for regular walking or exercise; 6) no diagnoses of asthma, advanced heart failure, unstable ischemic heart disease, terminal disease, dementia, or uncontrolled psychiatric disorders; 7) ability to read texts; 8) no participation in any pulmonary rehabilitation program in the previous year.

The study was approved by the institutional review boards of the hospitals “Comité Ético de Investigación Clínica del Hospital General Universitario José María Morales Meseguer” and “Comité Ético de Investigación Clínica del Hospital Arrixaca”. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Study design

Controlled, randomized, parallel-group, single-blind study with follow-up of 1 year. After consenting to take part in the study, simple randomization was carried out separately at each site by means of a list of computer-generated random numbers, assigning the patients to two groups. The intervention group (IG) received the SMP-COPD program on an individualized basis. The comparison group, or control group (CG), received routine care and attended routine visits. Because double-blinding was not possible, an independent evaluator, who did not know the patients’ group assignments, was
responsible for evaluating the outcome variables. CG patients and IG patients continued to see their respective specialists and primary care physicians, and had access to health care or public health programs and home respiratory therapies. Each patient randomized to the IG received the SMP-COPD, which consisted of a group education session on the main characteristics of the disease, an individual training session on inhalation techniques according to the devices indicated for each patient, and an action plan with written material consisting of color-coded sheets with treatment instructions for the stable periods, including recommendations for physical exercise (green) and exacerbations (orange). In addition to the visits at the start and the end of the study (the same for both groups), the IG had two extra visits with a respiratory nurse (at 1 and 3 months into the study), primarily to check on the correct use of the treatment instructions sheets and inhalation techniques. Training in inhalation techniques was a systematic, protocol-based process for training all patients in the IG, individually teaching correct administration technique for each prescribed inhaler, with particular emphasis on both avoiding critical errors and adherence.

The SMP-COPD was taught and supervised by professionals previously trained in the intervention’s features: six nurses, two physiotherapists, and six medical specialists in respiratory medicine.

**Self-management program**

The material in the group education session was designed specifically for the program and consisted of a PowerPoint presentation with 20 slides on the main characteristics of the disease, symptoms of exacerbation, and inhaled medicines. At the end, there was a chance for questions and a physiotherapist demonstrated how to do a series of basic physical exercises. Each session was delivered by a previously trained nurse to a group of six to eight patients.

The action plan consisted of a folder containing written material with four kinds of sheets. Sheets with instructions on treatment and physical exercises for stable periods (green), treatment sheets for exacerbations (orange), and a red sheet with instructions to follow in the case of their condition becoming serious or an emergency. The fourth sheet contained instructions for inhalation techniques. The exacerbation sheets explained the symptoms of bronchial infection for which they should start antibiotics and that if the symptoms did not improve within 48 hours or they developed dyspnea, they should start a course of oral glucocorticoids for 6 days. There were also instruction sheets on inhalation techniques, which explained the correct use and main features of the type of inhaler indicated for each patient. To ensure proper understanding of the texts included in the sheets, their readability was assessed by the computer program Microsoft Word 2000 (1983–1999 Microsoft Corporation, Redmon, WA, USA).

**Measures**

**Follow-up and evaluation of variables**

All the study visits were conducted at one of the two participating hospitals (A or B). Sociodemographic variables were collected at the baseline visit and included: respiratory symptoms; medical history and physical examination; body mass index; smoking status and accumulated intake; spirometry parameters; dyspnea (modified Medical Research Council dyspnea scale); quality of life (COPD assessment test); severity of COPD according to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; comorbidity index; respiratory medicines; and a social-risk questionnaire. The latter is a hetero-administered questionnaire validated for the detection of social risk that explores the five areas of family, financial and housing situations, social relationships, and social support networks (a score ≥ 15 indicates social problems). Information was collected on the use of antibiotics and glucocorticoids, number of visits to a hospital, A&Es, and admissions, including length of hospital stay for COPD exacerbation during the follow-up period. The primary outcome was the combined number of hospital admissions and A&E visits for COPD during the 12-month follow-up period. Secondary outcomes included individual components of the primary outcome: hospitalizations and A&E visits for COPD exacerbations, lengths of stay, number of patients who received antibiotic or glucocorticoid treatment and all-cause mortality.

Exacerbation of COPD was defined as a sustained worsening of the patient’s condition from a stable state, with acute onset and beyond normal day-to-day variations, which requires treatment or additional care. Hospitalization due to COPD was defined as any admission where a hospital bed was used, in any unit and of any duration, and for which the diagnosis was listed as COPD aggravation or exacerbation. A visit to the hospital A&E for exacerbation of COPD was defined as remaining in this area for over 8 hours and receiving treatment with bronchodilators, parenteral corticosteroids, and oxygen.

**Statistical analysis**

Sample size: accepting an alpha risk of 0.05 and a beta risk of 0.2 in a two-tailed test, 89 subjects were needed in total to detect an absolute difference of 30% in the reduction of exacerbations with hospital care (visit to A&E or admission), with 70% of the patients expected to be treated in hospital for an exacerbation during the year of follow-up. A loss rate of 7% of patients was estimated.
The analysis of the results was performed using the intention-to-treat principle, where each patient was analyzed in the group to which they were initially randomized. Patients lost to follow-up (inability to follow up due to a change of address) were evaluated until the time of the last contact with them by the research staff.

The results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation for quantitative variables and as percentages for qualitative variables, and 95% confidence intervals were calculated for the outcome variables. The comparison between qualitative variables was performed using Pearson’s chi-squared test or Fisher’s exact test. The comparison between quantitative and qualitative variables was performed using Student’s t-test or the Mann–Whitney U-test, depending on whether the qualitative variable was distributed normally or not. The comparison between quantitative variables was performed with a test to compare the means for paired data. McNemar’s test was used to compare related qualitative data in addition to the test for comparison of related means. The time-related outcome variables were compared using Kaplan–Meier curves with the log-rank test. All comparisons were made using a two-tailed test. For the analysis, the statistical package SPSS® version 15.0 (IBM SPSS., Chicago, IL, USA) was used.

Results

Study patients

The study patients were followed up from April 2013 to January 2014. In all, 250 patients from two health regions were recruited. Number excluded: 149 (59.6%); 33 patients (22.1%) due to severe comorbidities (12 cancers, 13 advanced heart failure, six unstable coronary heart disease, and two renal failure); 37 patients (14.8%) who, in the investigator’s opinion, were too physically disabled at the time of first visit to benefit from the exercise program in the written action plan and the group educational session; 23 patients (9.2%) in whom the diagnosis of COPD was not confirmed; 16 patients (6.4%) due to cognitive impairment (“pentagons test”); 15 patients (6%) who refused to take part; and finally, 12 patients (4.8%) due to psychosocial problems. Of the 101 patients enrolled, five did not attend the randomization visit. In all, 96 patients (38.4%) were randomized, 45 of whom (46.8%) were included in the CG and 51 (53.1%) in the IG. In the end, 85 patients (88.5%) completed the study: 38 patients in the CG (18 [47.4%] in area VI and 20 [52.6%] in area I); and 47 patients in the IG (25 [53.2%] in area VI and 22 [46.8%] in area I; P=0.593). In the CG, seven patients were lost to follow-up (one protocol violation and six dropouts), and in the IG, four were lost (one protocol violation and three dropouts). The patients recruited for the study are shown in Figure 1.

Patient characteristics

In all, 78 men (91.76%) were included and seven women (8.24%). Mean age: CG = 67.6±6.9 years; and IG = 68.4±7.3 years. Forty-two patients (43.7%) were recruited from hospital A and the other 54 (56.2%) from hospital B. There were no significant differences between

![Figure 1 Patients included for the study.](https://www.dovepress.com/1942)
the two groups at baseline in terms of age or sex, or on the social-risk scale. There were also no significant differences in other clinical characteristics, such as the Charlson index, body mass index or dyspnea (modified Medical Research Council) scale. Quality of life (COPD assessment test) showed a mean score of 15.2±6.9 in the CG and 13.6±6.9 in the IG (P=0.286). In the CG, there were 14 cases (34.9%) of active smokers compared with 16 cases (38.1%) in the IG (P=0.546), and accumulated intake was comparable between the two groups (P=0.586). Functional parameters were also very similar in both groups, and almost all the patients had advanced COPD, classified as very serious in 71% of CG patients and 61.7% of IG patients (P=0.151). Only four patients (10.5%) from the CG and three patients (6.3%) from the IG had mild or moderate COPD (2007 Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease classification. www.goldcopd.org). Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the two groups.

### Outcome variables

The combined primary outcome variable, the rate of COPD exacerbations with visit to A&E or hospitalization, fell from 1.37 to 0.89 (P=0.04) in the IG. The number of exacerbations in the IG also dropped from 52 to 42. The numbers of patients hospitalized, at 19 (40.4%) versus 20 (52.6%) (P=0.26), and those who went to A&E, at 9 (19.1%) versus 14 (36.8%) (P=0.06), due to exacerbation of COPD were also lower in this group. The number of patients who needed antibiotics during the year of follow-up was higher in the IG; 27 (56.3%), compared to 18 (47.4%) in the CG, although this was not statistically significant (P=0.306). In contrast, glucocorticoid use was slightly higher in the CG (44.7%) than in the IG (37.5%) (P=0.41). The length of hospital stay was also shorter in patients who received the SMP-COPD. The main results are detailed in Table 2. On the cumulative survival curve (Figure 2) showing the days from baseline to the first instance of hospital care for exacerbation of COPD, the time to the first event was longer in the IG, although the difference was not significant (P=0.97). There were no differences in mortality, with two deaths (5.26%) recorded in the CG and none in the IG (P=0.338). The number needed to treat (NNT) was calculated using the formula $CI = 1 - e^{-IR \times t}$, proposed by Suissa,\(^{23}\) where $CI$ is cumulative incidence, $IR$ is incidence rate (person-year), and $t$ is time (years). The number of patients with advanced COPD to whom the SMP-COPD would have to be applied for 1 year to prevent the need for one instance of hospital care for exacerbation was 6.25.

### Discussion

Since the 1997 study by Watson et al\(^{26}\) showing the favorable effects of self-management skills in COPD acquired through a written action plan, many authors have conducted clinical trials to evaluate different variables, with conflicting results. Some confirm positive results following the implementation of such programs, although the type of interventions applied varies greatly.\(^{27,28}\) Bourbeau et al\(^{29}\) found that a self-management program called “Living Well with COPD” decreased the use of services and hospitalizations.
Table 2 Outcome variables at the end of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variables</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary outcome variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of patients with COPD exacerbations with hospitalization or ER visit</td>
<td>20 (52.6%)</td>
<td>19 (40.4%)</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days of hospital stay due to respiratory cause, mean ± SD</td>
<td>12.4±7.1</td>
<td>9.3±6.4</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-cause mortality</td>
<td>2 (5.26%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary outcome variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No COPD exacerbations with hospitalization or A&amp;E visit</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days at risk</td>
<td>3,801</td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of exacerbations with hospitalization or A&amp;E visit, n (range)</td>
<td>1.37 (1.02–1.79)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.64–1.21)</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate ratio, n (range)</td>
<td>1.53 (1.01–2.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.

However, this benefit has not been confirmed by other authors using similar interventions.²⁷ It seems clear that interventions with a single component, such as written action plans or education sessions, do not produce relevant effects.³⁰

The evidence suggests that the decisive factor in self-care programs is that they contain several types of components (“multicomponent”) and are geared toward improving patients’ skills.³¹ As in all the clinical trials published, in our study, it was not possible to blind the investigators to the self-management plan, because of its characteristics. By considering the existing evidence, the SMP-COPD was designed as a multicomponent plan aimed at improving patients’ skills in self-care and promoting treatment compliance. However, the high number of patients excluded, similar to that reported by other authors, indicates that these interventions may not be applied systematically to the entire COPD population.³²

The number of patients with severe disease (more than one-half had very severe COPD) is higher than that reported in most studies.¹⁶ In line with the findings of other recent studies,³³,³⁴ the SMP-COPD led to significant decrease in our primary outcome variable of visits to A&E and hospitalization due to COPD exacerbation. The number of days of hospitalization for “respiratory cause” was also lower and the time to the first instance of hospital care longer. In terms of the consumption of antibiotics and oral corticosteroids during exacerbations, overall, the IG patients did not use more drugs to treat exacerbations than the CG; antibiotic use by the IG was higher while glucocorticoid use was lower, but the differences were not significant. Some studies found a significant increase in consumption of drugs in the patients subject to self-management interventions,²⁸,³³,³⁴ but this did not happen in our study. In other studies, the results for these same variables were neither significant nor consistent,³⁵,³⁶ but these differences can probably be explained by the heterogeneity in the design of the interventions. The guidelines for action in the case of worsening symptoms differ considerably from one study to another, and are not always clear in the methodology. In our study, the written action plan advised patients to first start on antibiotics and, in a second phase 48 hours later, and only if the symptoms of exacerbation persisted or did not improve, they were to start taking the glucocorticoids. These guidelines may have contributed to the greater use of antibiotics and less use of glucocorticoids in the IG. Patients in the IG were provided with prescriptions at the initial visit, but these were not included in the final analysis of drug consumption. Finally, there may be other confounding variables that influence the consumption of antibiotics and oral glucocorticoids but do not tend to be sufficiently controlled in the majority...
of studies, such as patient initiative and accessibility in terms of seeing primary care doctors.\textsuperscript{37}

The NNT over 1 year with the self-management plan of 6.5 that we obtained was similar to the NNT of 8 reported in the most recent Cochrane review in the group of patients at high risk of hospitalization.\textsuperscript{16}

**Limitations**

Our study has a number of limitations. The sample size is insufficient to reach significance in other variables, such as time to first hospitalization for COPD. Our patients were almost exclusively male (91%), which probably reflects the demographics of patients currently receiving care in our hospitals. This has also been found in other recent studies, such as Rice et al\textsuperscript{14} where the percentage of males is even higher, with 97.6% in the IG and 98.4% in the CG. We restricted our study to patients with severe or very severe COPD, and do not know whether the same intervention would be effective in patients with milder disease. We also cannot determine the benefits of individual components of the SMP-COPD without conducting trials to directly compare them. Whether or not a more intensive and supervised pulmonary rehabilitation component would add benefit to the management of patients with advanced COPD is an important question that we are unable to answer. Another limitation of the study is the lack of information on the influence of smoking on the results. This, unfortunately, is a factor undervalued in many studies on COPD. Data on smoking were obtained by co-oximetry at the initial visit, but unfortunately, none was obtained at the final visit, so they were not taken into account. The main reason for exclusion (24.8%) was severe physical deterioration. Within this category, we included patients who could not walk unaided or had lost autonomy for performing activities of daily living (washing and dressing). We know that this exclusion criterion may be controversial, as it is possible that some component of the self-management program could in fact be useful to them, but we considered the physical activity component to be an important part of our program, and that patients with that degree of locomotor disability would not be able to benefit from it, from the group educational session or the exercises contained in the action plan. Although it could be considered a restrictive approach and affect the external validity of the results, there are no reports in the literature of a COPD population with such advanced disease as ours. It is therefore possible that physical deterioration is more prevalent in our population than in other series and this would, in part, explain the high number of patients excluded for this reason.\textsuperscript{16}

**Implications for practice and research**

One interesting aspect of the study was the fact that the methodological approach was that of a randomized study. Moreover, the interventions were designed rigorously and comprehensively to address the main components of self-management of the disease referred to in other studies,\textsuperscript{16} such as education about the disease; individual training sessions; provision of a written action plan for taking medication in stable periods and when symptoms of exacerbation develop; and for showing how to do physical exercises. Particular attention was also given to ensuring readability and understanding of the material contained in the action plan. The large number of patients included with “advanced” COPD, higher than reported in other series, represents a COPD subgroup with greater needs in terms of care. The fact that a minority of patients may benefit from this intervention should be considered hypothesis-generating from the point of view of what kind of components need to be applied in different disease phenotypes.\textsuperscript{32}

Self-management interventions require the availability of research resources and care tools specifically assigned to the COPD population. Given the magnitude of the global burden of the disease, it seems particularly important to identify which self-management components have more relative effectiveness in terms of health outcomes, since this aspect is considered important for both patients and health care professionals. Studies evaluating the use of health care resources require longer follow-up and need to be adequately powered to detect safety outcomes and improvements in mortality rates.\textsuperscript{30} Because of the complexity of self-management interventions and the general challenges of research in this field, some authors point to the necessity of organizing an international consensus to identify the key components of interventions and establish the end points that should help focus future research.\textsuperscript{38}

**Conclusion**

To sum up, after applying a self-management program in patients with advanced COPD, there were fewer hospitalizations and A&E visits for exacerbation of the disease in the group that received the intervention. This type of program can be an effective care tool adapted to the needs of chronic patients. However, further research is required to identify which patients benefit most and which components have the best cost/benefit ratios, and to conduct prospective validations in realistic scenarios.
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